
Following a number of successful 
projects recently completed 
together in London, including 
those at Ocean Estate for LB 
Tower Hamlets and at Lankaster 
Gardens in LB Barnet,  we have 
now had a year of working 
together on many schemes 
throughout the borough of Brent 
for BHP with  the partnership 
between Asset Fineline and 
Wates Living Space delivering 
real value to the client.

The experience of Asset Fineline 
as a long serving supplier to the 
Wates Group on refurbishment 
and new build projects combined 
with detailed knowledge of 
working on such schemes has 
been of value to reducing cost 
and improving service level kpi’s.

Proactive work with local 
planners by the Asset Fineline 
team has enabled schemes of 
work to progress according to 
the programme requirements, 
with practical issues of resident 
liaison undertaken and some 
of the more difficult product 
installation requirements  
 

achieved with minimal disruption 
and in conjunction with other 
trades employed.

Clive Walsh, Project Operations 
Manager Brent Planned Works, 
Wates Living Space London 
comments “I have worked with 
Asset Fineline a number of times 
before and was pleased to find 
them as the prime window and 
door contractor for the Wates 
Living Space contract with Brent 
Housing Partnership.   Asset 
Fineline have repeatedly proven 
themselves to me to be the 
experts with regards to all matters 
relating to fenestration and they 
have worked very closely to our 
planned program whilst also 
reacting very quickly when the 
situation merited an improved 
lead time.”

Residents receiving the benefits 
of new windows will enjoy 
improvements to security, 
maintenance and heat loss in 
their home and the works are part 
of a borough wide improvement 
programme undertaken by the 
client managed by the Wates 
team.

In the last 12 months Asset 
Fineline have supplied windows 
manufactured in PVC-u, timber 
and aluminium, combined 
with repairs and remedial 
works to existing frames. All of 
which  demonstrates the diverse 
and demanding requirements 
of a scheme of this nature, 
highlighting the value of a flexible 
windows supplier who is able to 
ensure that a consistent approach 
is achieved with all properties 
included.

Long Term partnership achieves significant 
rewards for Brent Housing.

Key deliverables for project;

•	 Long term partnership with 
Wates

•	 Replacement & new build

•	 Assistance with planning

•	 Multiple materials - PVC-u, 
timber and aluminium

•	 Flexible approach

•	 Secured By Design

•	 Sole window contractor
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